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Teamwork is an essential competency for engineering graduates. Companies use high performing teams to efficiently adapt and meet complex societal demands. In several engineering programs students are expected to work in teams; however, teamwork is seen by most students as a course requirement to get a grade, rather than as a skill they need to master to become effective engineers. The purpose of this study is to understand the experiences of students and measure the effectiveness of a teamwork training model used to manage large teams and promote teamwork competencies in engineering students when working on a real senior capstone design project. We used a mixed methods approach. For quantitative data, descriptive and inferential statistics are reported to understand how the students’ perceptions about different teamwork constructs changed after the semester concluded. In addition, qualitative data were collected by semi-structured interviews. Results suggest that the teamwork model used to train the students was effective in helping them achieve their desired teamwork competencies and overcome the challenges of working in large teams. Students reported that they felt more ready to face the professional engineering working environment as they now recognize teamwork is a key required competency.
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1. Introduction

Industry requirements regarding graduate engineers are increasing as we face the complexities of a fast-paced environment in the contemporary world. One of the competencies required by industry in every engineering discipline is teamwork. Companies use high performing teams to adapt to societal demands and become more productive [1]. Organizations recognize the importance of employees that work effectively with others, but also express that new employees do not bring adequate teaming skills to the workplace [2–5]. Additionally, engineering programs recognize the importance of teamwork. For example, teamwork is one of the requirements demanded by the Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology (ABET). The ABET accreditation criteria is “an ability to function effectively on a team whose members together provide leadership, create a collaborative and inclusive environment, establish goals, plan tasks, and meet objectives” [6]. Development of teamwork skills are thus essential in the preparation of future engineers to adapt to the workplace, team projects have been demonstrated to improve desired learning outcomes [7, 8]. Research on the benefits that teamwork has on students has been extensively reported in the literature [9–14]. Yet, despite teamwork being recognized as indispensable for engineering, engineering schools have been generally slow in developing pedagogies that successfully promote effective collaborative behaviors and positive attitudes in students toward teamwork.

Several engineering education initiatives, such as project-based learning and team-based learning, have been used to promote teamwork skills [10, 15–18]. However, in engineering classrooms, teamwork is seen by most of the engineering students as a course requirement in order to get a grade, rather than as a skill they need to master to become effective engineers. Part of the problem is that students are selected and assigned to teams with the expectation that they will know how to effectively work with others without receiving any teamwork training. As Gallegos [19] argue, just placing participants into groups does not automatically develop teamwork skills; thus, an adequate model is required to develop those skills. In a previous study, the authors identified the impact of teamwork training to not only improve teamwork per-
exceptions in students but also to improve several other learning outcomes [14]. Furthermore, teamwork training is not only required for students but also for faculty members because faculty are expected to know how to promote teamwork competencies without receiving any training on how to prepare students to work in teams.

Engineering programs need to find ways to effectively train engineering students so they understand what is required to become a successful team member and what constructs associated with effective teamwork they need to master. However, training engineering students in teamwork is not a trivial task. In order to understand how to do it effectively, it is important to understand the impact that different teamwork frameworks can have and the perceptions of participants going through teamwork training and experiences in terms of the different constructs that a teamwork model has and its impact on the students.

1.1 Research Aims

The purpose of this study is to better understand the experiences of students working on a design project in large teams and to measure the effectiveness of using a teamwork model to promote teamwork competencies in engineering students. We worked with a large senior design engineering course at a large research University in Australia. Students were working in large teams on a real project and had a real company supervising their work. A teamwork model was used to make sure they received the proper training before facing such a challenging task. Our focus was to provide structured team training that addressed required individual and team competencies. The training was designed as part of instructional strategies that allowed individuals the opportunity to experience real team situations (i.e., a problem-based design project). In addition, the different constructs of the teamwork model were measured by the researchers over the course of the semester. This study answered the following research questions:

RQ1: Do students’ perceptions of teamwork competencies change after working on a real problem in large teams in a large course?

RQ2: How effective was the teamwork model used to train the students to help them succeed in the project?

RQ3: How do the students describe the experience of working in a large team to solve a real problem?

In this study we implemented a problem-based learning approach in large design teams that had the unique opportunity of working with a real problem. In the following sections we describe the theoretical frameworks used to design the course and to guide our data collection and analysis.

2. Theoretical Framework

2.1 Problem-Based Learning (PBL)

Problem-based learning (PBL) is an active learning pedagogical approach used in higher education where students’ learning is generated under the context of a challenging open-ended problem [20]. According to Bonwell, active learning is “any instructional method that engages students in the learning process” (as cited by Prince, 2004, p.1). Active learning is presented in the literature as the opposite to traditional lecture, because students reflect about what they are doing after engaging in several learning activities introduced in the classroom. According to Bonwell [21] the amount of information retained by students declines considerably after 10 minutes of listening. The reflection promoted in active learning has been proven to be more effective in engineering students. By actively participating students are able to develop the desired learning outcomes and also promote the competencies that industry requires —such as teamwork [9, 10, 22, 23]. In PBL, students’ learning is self-directed as they investigate and try to solve typical, complex, real-world problem. In this context, students also gain the ability to collaboratively apply knowledge to new situations [20, 24, 25].

According to Prince and Felder [11], students working on PBL are confronted with open-ended, ill-structured, authentic problems that are similar to a real-world situation, and work in teams to identify learning needs to solve the problem and develop a viable solution. The students receive few instructions to solve the problem, and the instructor works as a facilitator rather than as the key source of information.

In the context of this paper, the Civil Engineering Design III course was structured using a PBL approach. Students were introduced to a complex, real problem and had to develop their design according to the parameters that a large civil engineering company used. Because we wanted to provide an experience that was as realistic as possible, company representatives were involved in the course. One of the requirements was to minimize the number of teams in the class so every team could have access to some industry experts and some faculty members, which resulted in large teams. To improve the experience for the students, we decided to implement a teamwork model and train the students on how to effectively work in teams.

2.2 Previous work on Teamwork

The engineering education literature has presented
several strategies regarding how to ensure effective teamwork in engineering. Research has focused on enhancing student teamwork capabilities by the development of conceptual teamwork frameworks [1, 2, 26, 27], and the development of techniques to assess team effectiveness among students [26, 28–30]. Several authors have conducted survey research and team assessments to identify key attributes for effectively working in teams. [31–34] conducted surveys to assess team effectiveness among student teams. Riebe et al. [31] discussed about the importance of shared goals and effective communication attributes by conducting online surveys to track the development of student team skills using feedback loops for facilitators and students. Zeigler [32] used assessment techniques from industry models to assess teamwork skills among student team members. The survey was conducted by peer-to-peer evaluation and the findings highlighted the important teamwork attributes including shared goals and values, motivation, open and effective communication, constructive feedback, leadership and accountability. Kotey [33] identified attributes including motivation and ideal team composition by analyzing students’ grades in different group assessment tasks and peer evaluation survey. Brackin and Williams [34] discussed about conducting team interviews and peer evaluation surveys among students in a PBL course. The peer evaluation was guided using rubrics for team performance criteria. The study helped in identify accountability and commitment to team process and performance as the key attributes. Other authors discussed about the teamwork attributes by conducting review on successful teamwork efforts in academia and industries. Davis [26] identified open and effective communication as the key attribute for students by conducting research on teamwork development by incorporating workshop and mentoring sessions into courses. Scartani [35] identified the importance of commitment to team success and interdependence by reviewing historical and contemporary examples of successes in business, industry and organizations through team efforts. Johnson [36] conducted reviews on high performing teams in several industries and found out that effective communication and interdependence are key attributes for successful teams in the 21st century.

In order to identify key attributes that make teamwork effective, we conducted a systematic literature review (see [37] for more information). The main teamwork attributes identified are presented in Table 1.

2.3 Teamwork Model

We decided to use the “Model for the development and assessment of effective teamwork” proposed by Adams [51] because it was the model that had the closest match to these attributes. According to the authors, highly effective teams exhibit certain characteristics described as constructs (i.e., common purpose, clearly defined goals, psychological safety, role clarity, mature communication, productive conflict resolution, and accountable interdependence). In order to implement the model, the first step was to understand the difference between effective teamwork and team effectiveness. According to Adams [51] effective teamwork refers to the process teams go through while displaying specific characteristics that make them effective. Team effectiveness on the other hand refers to the degree to which a group’s output meets requirements in terms of quantity, quality, and performance [52].

According to Adams [51], effective teamwork refers to the process teams go through while displaying specific characteristics that make them effective. These seven effective teamwork characteristics can be considered constructs that are measurable [51]:

- Common purpose defined as the main objective of the team, which should be understood and shared by all team members. This element should lead to the development of the team’s goals.
- Clearly defined goals refer to quantifiable and commonly agreed upon statements that define the actions to be taken by the team. Clear and common goals help team members maintain their focus.
- Psychological safety is the shared belief that the team is safe for interpersonal risk taking [53]. The team climate is characterized by interpersonal trust and mutual respect in which people are comfortable being themselves. Team members are confident that the team will not embarrass, reject, or punish someone for speaking up.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shared Goals and Values</td>
<td>[31, 32, 35, 38–40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment to team success</td>
<td>[35, 41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>[32, 33, 42–44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal Skills</td>
<td>[38, 40, 41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open and Effective Communication</td>
<td>[26, 31, 32, 38, 40–42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructive Feedback</td>
<td>[32, 40, 45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideal Team Composition</td>
<td>[33, 40–42, 44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>[32, 46–48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability</td>
<td>[30, 32, 34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdependence</td>
<td>[30, 35, 36, 39, 40, 42, 49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment to Team Process and Performance</td>
<td>[34, 44, 50]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Teamwork attributes
Role clarity is the team members’ common understanding of each individual’s expected role that helps to minimize misunderstandings regarding task assignments and avoid role ambiguity.

Mature communication refers to team members’ ability to articulate ideas clearly and concisely, give compelling reasons for their ideas, listen without interrupting, clarify what others have said, and provide constructive feedback.

Productive conflict resolution refers to the procedures and actions taken when conflict occurs that leads to results such as facilitating the solution of the problem, increasing the cohesiveness among team members, exploring alternative positions, increasing the involvement of everyone affected by the conflict, and enhancing the decision-making process [54].

Accountable interdependence refers to the mutual dependence that all team members have regarding the quality and quantity of each individual’s work within the team.

According to Adams [55] there is a relationship between team effectiveness and effective teamwork. Team effectiveness is the result of an effective teamwork process. Hence, we developed a training module based on the effective teamwork model that was introduced to the students during the first week of class. In the next section we provide detailed information regarding the course settings for this study.

2.4 Context and Implementation

2.4.1 Course Description

The course where this study was developed was the senior civil engineering design course III at the University of Queensland in Australia. This course is taken by every senior student in their last semester. The class had 238 students enrolled. The purpose of the course is to provide students with the opportunity to work in teams to apply previously acquired engineering skills in environmental, structural, transport, and geotechnical courses to a practical engineering design project in a supportive environment. The expected learning outcomes of the course are:

1. To synthesize, consolidate, and extend students’ knowledge of engineering science, analysis, and design by the application of this knowledge to real civil engineering projects involving geotechnical, structural, transport, and environmental engineering issues.
2. To give experience in integrated and collaborative design.
3. To develop an understanding of how ethics and sustainability impact in infrastructure development.
4. To appreciate the positive influence of a diversely skilled team on design outcomes.
5. To give experience in the effective use of report writing and other means of communicating and understanding designs.
6. To develop students’ informal and formal spoken presentation skills.
7. To develop independent research skills as they apply to multi-disciplinary design.

The course was taught by a teaching team composed of an expert in Geotechnical-Structural Engineering (course coordinator), an expert in Costal Engineering, an expert in Chemical and Environmental Engineering, an expert in Traffic Engineering, and an expert in Engineering Education. In order to implement the PBL experience, we changed from a traditional model to a studio-based setting. In the past, students typically received a lecture at the beginning of the week and then had a second session to work on their projects. We decided to not include the lecture and use all the in-class time as a design studio where students had time to meet in teams in every session and work on their design projects. Nevertheless, students received technical sessions on different topics relevant to their project. For example, in the first session students received training on the teamwork model. There were other sessions where people from the Brisbane city council came to talk about expectations the City had regarding the project and some sessions where experts from technical engineering topics provided technical information.

Because one of the goals of the course is for students to be independent in developing solutions to engineering design problems, they were expected to (i) independently (individually and as part of a team) draw on and use knowledge and skills gained during the first 3 years of the civil engineering program; (ii) independently address ambiguous and open-ended design problems typically encountered by professional engineers and justify design choices using supporting evidence; (iii) independently locate, interpret, and assimilate information (including guidelines, standards, etc.) that students had not previously encountered; (iv) develop the competencies, knowledge, skills, and attitudes toward effective teamwork that allow effective team processes when faced with the demands of the job market; (iv) develop a design project with a focus on a real company vision, mission, corporate values, objectives, and strategic planning. Therefore, we considered this to be a great opportunity to bring in a real-world project and implement a PBL pedagogical approach to the course. We decided to
use a real infrastructure project in the city of Brisbane and were able to obtain support from the ARUP company. The project, called cross-river rail was a real project that is currently being developed in the city of Brisbane. As a result, there were two ARUP industry representatives involved in the brief writing of the project and four ARUP representatives involved in the course both in the evaluation of the projects and in continuously assisting students during class. In a class session, students had available all the teaching team, a group of graduate teaching assistants, and the industry representatives to ask questions, present ideas, and obtain support. All sessions were completely interactive and the students had a space where they could work as a large team or the sub-teams could do work on different aspects of their design. In the middle of the semester we provided two sessions for students to pitch their design draft idea to industry representatives, faculty members, and representatives from the Brisbane city council. The sessions were managed the same as the real sessions the companies use to present their projects to their real clients.

2.4.2 Teamwork Model

Because of the limitations imposed by industry representatives, we decided to limit the number of teams in the course to 15. Despite research suggesting that in students’ teams an optimal size is from three to five members [56, 57], the opportunity to have industry involved was more important for us. Moreover, because we had an engineering education researcher with experience in large teams, he was in charge of supervising and helping students manage large teams. Hence, our teams consisted of 15 students on average, replicating a typical team in a large, real, civil engineering project.

Team assignments were purposefully designed so we could have diverse teams in terms of different levels of academic performance (as indicated by GPA). Each team had to develop a design project with a focus on a real company vision, mission, corporate values, objectives, and strategic planning. Hence, teams were provided with real company names and they had to do research to understand the company organizational culture and approach to similar projects. Teams were encouraged to divide in sub-teams according to the three or more tracks that each project had (i.e., geotechnical, environmental, transport, and, if required, other disciplines of civil engineering). For every team, we suggested they have a team leader and each track have a student leader. In addition, each track had an academic who could be consulted on technical issues associated with that aspect of the project. A researcher, in consultation with the course coordinator, advised on the development and the implementation of the model, supervised the development of teamwork skills, and provided support with conflict resolution.

In order to ensure that students understood how to effectively work in teams, the first lecture of the semester was teamwork training. Students understood their roles and the purpose of the teamwork model. During the training students took the Team Effectiveness Questionnaire (TEQ) to understand their attitudes toward teamwork. The same test was administered at the end of the course to compare how students’ perceptions of teamwork changed (or not) during the experience. As mentioned before, [51] model guided the teamwork settings for the course, which offered the students different experiences to develop each construct of the proposed model:

- **Common purpose:** The primary grade was based on team submissions of their design project (all the teams developed a project based on the course objectives). Every team had a common purpose (i.e., to propose a design for the cross-river rail project). In order to provide each team with a common purpose and commitment from all members, teams developed a “Team code of conduct and expectations” during initial training.
- **Clearly defined goals:** teams were required to develop quantifiable and commonly agreed upon goals based on the needs of all the tracks. The faculty member overseeing the teamwork aspect of the course reviewed the goals development and provided suggestions continuously.
- **Psychological safety:** students were trained on safety for interpersonal risk taking in the team. In addition, students had access to an academic who was in charge of dealing with conflict. Whenever a student felt there was an issue in the team where they did not feel safe, they could express this to the academic who acted as an impartial supporter.
- **Role clarity:** each team member was encouraged to assume a different role, and they received clear instructions on the expectations of their roles. The presence of role clarity minimized misunderstandings regarding task assignments.
- **Mature communication:** students had several channels to communicate effectively: they had a blackboard site, social networks interactions, and traditional email. During their training, teams were asked to maintain a log of every communication that the team had so they could understand how they evolved in the process. Mature communication among team members ensures a higher level of understanding.
- **Productive conflict resolution:** a researcher spe-
cializing in large team interactions was available to advise on communication methods and dispute resolutions within teams. The researcher provided support to solve all the conflicts the teams had.

- accountable interdependence: students continuously evaluated their peers regarding the quality and quantity of each individual’s work within the team.

2.4.3 Assessments

In conjunction with the model implementation, to manage the teams and maintain control of the large lecture several assessments were implemented. The assessments allowed us to not only evaluate the students’ development on the expected learning outcomes, but also to supervise the effectiveness of the students’ participation in the large team, avoid social loafing, monitor student performance (to be able to provide support to the students who were struggling), and manage conflict resolution with all the teams. Fig. 1 shows the different assessments implemented during the class. Some of these assessments complemented the traditional assessment plan designed for the course and were therefore mandatory. Other assessments (marked with *) were only for research purposes and were voluntary. The research aspects of the project will be discussed in more detail in the methods section.

3. Methods

In this study, we used a mixed methods research design. The purpose of the study was to understand the experiences of students working in large teams in a PBL environment. According to Creswell [58], mixed methods designs sequentially combine and integrate two forms of data (quantitative and qualitative) in a single study, and give priority to one form of data depending on the research problem. In this study, the first step was to use a quantitative approach to collect data using a survey to measure students’ perceptions of teamwork at the beginning and the end of the semester. After the course was over, qualitative data was collected using interviews with students to further explore some of the quantitative findings. The overall study was an explanatory sequential design (Fig. 2) that began with the collection and analysis of quantitative data, followed by subsequent collection and analysis of quantitative data.
qualitative data, with the qualitative analysis being informed by preliminary results from the initial quantitative phase [58].

3.1 Data Collection and Analysis

3.1.1 Quantitative Data

Quantitative data was collected using the TEQ [1]. Students took the TEQ as a pre-test at the beginning of the semester before the teamwork training started to determine their attitudes toward teamwork. The same test was administered at the end of the course to be able to compare how students’ perceptions of teamwork changed (or not) over the experience. The survey was administered during class time in the first and last weeks of the semester. Students had 20 minutes during class to take the survey. All the students had access to computers/electronic devices during class; however, we had several iPads available for students in case they didn’t want to access their own devices.

Data were collected electronically using Check-box, a survey management online service available at the University that aligns with the Australian Code for the Responsible Conduct of Research. The study secured ethical approval, and participation was voluntary. Students were asked to provide consent for participation in the study before starting the survey. Results from the survey were analysed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). SPSS provides researchers with a secure platform to analyse quantitative data and conduct different statistical procedures.

Participants included 164 undergraduate engineering students enrolled in a compulsory engineering design course at the same research institution. One hundred sixty-one students took the pre-test on the first week of the course, representing 67.6% of the number of students enrolled. On the last week of the semester 164 students took the post-test, representing 68.9% of the students enrolled in the course. From the sample, 36.5% were female and 63.5% were male. 14.8% were international students, and 85.2% were domestic students. These demographics are representative of the civil engineering population at the University.

In order to determine if students’ perceptions of teamwork changed after the experience of working in large teams and receiving teamwork training, we used the TEQ instrument to measure the seven teamwork effectiveness constructs as well as the students’ perceptions on the importance of teamwork as future engineers. Descriptive and inferential statistical tests were reported to present the differences in the responses of the students before and after the semester, and an independent sample t-test was conducted. It wasn’t possible to conduct a paired-sample t-test because students were not identified in the pre-test based on human subjects’ ethical regulations.

3.1.2 Qualitative Data

Qualitative data was collected to address research question 3. There were seven participants who agreed to participate in the interviews. Participants were from different teams so we were able to have a broad representation. In terms of the demographics of the participants in the study, the sample consisted of three females and four males in the senior design class. In terms of participants’ roles in their respective teams, there were four team members, two student leaders of a sub-group (track), and one team leader.

Data were collected using semi-structured interviews with the participants who signed consent forms. The purpose of the interviews was to accumulate qualitative responses, and interpret and analyze the data in order to identify the different teamwork experiences that participants had during their engineering design course in a large team setup. The study secured ethical clearance from the Human Research Ethics Committee of Australia and participation was voluntary. The interviews were held in an enclosed area to ensure confidentiality among participants. Interviews lasted no more than 1 hour and were audio recorded. To ensure process reliability of the study, pseudonyms were used in the transcription of the recordings and identifiable data was removed to secure participant confidentiality [59].

Data were analyzed using thematic analysis methods [60, 61]. Thematic analysis is defined by Clarke and Braun [60] as a method of identifying, analyzing, and reporting patterns within qualitative data. According to Robson and McCartan [61], thematic analysis is a generic qualitative method that allows data to emerge from patterns after doing open coding of the data. Our coding process was guided by Saldana [62] coding techniques procedures. Initially, open coding was carried out from the interview data. Several themes emerged from the first step of open coding during data analysis. A codebook, was established by creating a category of codes corresponding to each of the themes. These themes represented ways of understanding different teamwork experiences that participants had during the course. Table 2 explains the codebook developed and the definition we assigned to each code, including a sample quote from the interview data.

3.2 Measures of Research Quality

In mixed methods research, establishing validity, reliability, and trustworthiness of the findings goes
recommendations. When explaining our findings and providing our final results and considering this connection, was achieved by connecting the theory in the study to the students. Finally, inferential consistency [64] was piloting the interview protocols with several graduate students. Multiple validities [64, 67] were considered by using an instrument that had internal consistency and had been validated, and by piloting the interview protocols with several graduate students. Finally, inferential consistency [64] was achieved by connecting the theory in the study with our final results and considering this connection when explaining our findings and providing recommendations.

Table 2. Coding categories and description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity Type</th>
<th>Description of the Teamwork Activity</th>
<th>Sample Quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Workplace Experience</td>
<td>The participant is describing the activity as a teamwork accomplishment.</td>
<td>“I found the group project was really interesting because people were very interested in coming up with ideas and working together as a group because it was our own project that we had to start.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accomplishment</td>
<td>The participant is describing the activity as something they found challenging as a team during the project</td>
<td>“Even a big project, we were able to do it in a very cooperative way that took a lot less time and a lot less effort.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenge</td>
<td>The participant is describing the activity as a strategy they used to meet a challenge or succeed at a teamwork task within their project</td>
<td>“These challenges, just that different expectation of work, that not everyone’s on the same page as what needs to be done, and how often you need to meet in person.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>The participant describes the activity in terms of a difference between small and large team size</td>
<td>“For the group project we looked at the task we were assigned and tried to break up into equal bits and then if someone has an interest in a particular task, then that person would take that one and divide it.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>The participant describes the activity as a significant teamwork accomplishment.</td>
<td>“…because there so many people there were a lot more strengths to work on with, and I think you also gave an opportunity to help, when you have five or six people, you don’t really have as much of a learning opportunity.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork Advice</td>
<td>The participant is providing advice for any kind of teamwork related advice.</td>
<td>“In the future, I would try and get someone to be the leader, because it got to the end and then we had three weeks left and the three of us that were working together on the last day realized that one of us three would have to start being the person who took charge.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

beyond addressing separately the validity of the quantitative and qualitative portions of the study [63, 64]. Thus, it is very important to address the validity of the mixed methods as a whole in the study, in addition to using quantitative strategies of validation in the quantitative section, and qualitative strategies of validation in the qualitative section. In this study, several authors [64–66] guided data collection and analysis to ensure the validity of our mixed methods design. For example, sample integration was obtained by having the specific participants being recruited to the qualitative portion of the study [65, 67]. We were especially interested in a diversity of roles within the team to be able to understand how the students experienced some of the teamwork constructs that did not improve in the quantitative phase. Weakness minimization was also implemented by actively looking for the weaknesses of each research approach and compensating for those weaknesses with strengths from the other research approach [65, 67]. The researchers in the paper kept reflecting about the limitations of the study and finding ways to minimize them based on the strengths of each of the research approaches. Multiple validities [64, 67] were considered by using an instrument that had internal consistency and had been validated, and by piloting the interview protocols with several graduate students. Finally, inferential consistency [64] was achieved by connecting the theory in the study with our final results and considering this connection when explaining our findings and providing recommendations.

3.3 Limitations

There are several limitations to consider in the development of this study. One limitation is regarding the sample size. Although our sample represented almost 50% of the population, our findings need to be treated with caution when trying to make generalizations. Our sample is relatively small in order to provide results that are statistically significant; thus, making inferences regarding the significance of the differences in the pre- and post-test is limited. In addition, we didn’t have a comparison group (i.e., engineering student teams without the training) in order to determine if the training experience in the course was the factor causing the changes of perceptions regarding the constructs. Another limitation of this study is participant bias. Participants were actively trained in teamwork and its constructs; therefore, it is possible that students who chose to participate in the post-test were very aware of the importance of our experiment, and their responses could be influenced by the training and the expectation of receiving some reward from the teaching team.

Regarding the qualitative data, it was difficult to recruit many participants for the interview as it was the first time in the senior design class where participants had to be involved with engineering education researchers and were not comfortable with openly talking about their experiences. Also, the Human Research Ethics Committee of Australia has a restriction in terms of accumulating participants’ demographics other than ‘gender’ of the participants. The team also faced limitations...
while conducting interviews with the participants. Most of the participants worked part-time in parallel to their undergraduate engineering degree, and thus they sometimes brought in their personal experiences from their professional work so the researchers had to continually bring them back to the senior design experience. In addition, the researchers had to ensure that only experiences from participants’ senior-design class were coded and analyzed for this study.

4. Results

4.1 Quantitative Study

As mentioned before, we used the TEQ instrument as a pre- and post-test. Descriptive statistics representing the mean scores for each construct are presented in Table 3 and visually represented in Fig. 3. In order to determine if there were significant differences in the responses of the students before and after the semester, an independent sample t-test was conducted. We assumed that our data are approximately normally distributed by using a Shapiro-Wilk’s test \((p > 0.05)\), you can see the detailed results of the test in Appendix C. The independent sample t-test was conducted assuming equal variance; the assumption was tested using Levene’s Test for Equality of Variances. Table 3 present the results for the independent sample t-Test. These results were previously presented as a work in progress by the authors [68].

Based on the data analyzed, it is possible to affirm that there are statistically significant differences in the responses of the TEQ before and after the semester in most constructs except clearly defined goals (CDG). Based on the t-test results (Table 4), after the semester, students’ perception of the importance of teamwork increased \((t = –2.145, p = 0.033)\). Students also showed a slight increase on productive conflict resolution (PCR) \((M = 3.84\) in pre-test to \(M = 3.94\) in the post-test), with a significant variation \((t = –1.996, p = 0.047)\). Similarly, mature communication (MC) had a significant \((t = 5.291, p = 0.000)\) increase on students’ perceptions \((M = 3.89\) pre-test to \(M = 4.21\) post-test).

Regarding CDG and common purpose (CP) the differences in these two constructs were negative, meaning that students’ perceptions about them decreased after the experience. In the discussion section we explain our rationale for why we believe this was the case.

Based on the data analyzed, it is possible to affirm that there are statistically significant differences in the responses of the TEQ before and after the semester in most constructs except clearly defined goals (CDG). Based on the t-test results (Table 4), after the semester, students’ perception of the importance of teamwork increased \((t = –2.145, p = 0.033)\). Students also showed a slight increase on productive conflict resolution (PCR) \((M = 3.84\) in pre-test to \(M = 3.94\) in the post-test), with a significant variation \((t = –1.996, p = 0.047)\). Similarly, mature communication (MC) had a significant \((t = 5.291, p = 0.000)\) increase on students’ perceptions \((M = 3.89\) pre-test to \(M = 4.21\) post-test).

### Table 3. Descriptive statistics of the constructs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Importance of teamwork (IMP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>3.0113</td>
<td>0.80051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>3.9108</td>
<td>0.62756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productive conflict resolution (PCR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>3.8491</td>
<td>0.47016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>3.9827</td>
<td>0.54291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mature communication (MC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>3.8923</td>
<td>0.40363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>4.2113</td>
<td>0.50249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearly defined goals (CDG)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>4.1156</td>
<td>0.46952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>4.0750</td>
<td>0.55392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common purpose (CP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>4.1085</td>
<td>0.54228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>3.9442</td>
<td>0.53034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountable interdependence (AI)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>3.2154</td>
<td>0.50253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>4.6057</td>
<td>0.54991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role clarity (RC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>3.0135</td>
<td>0.46430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>4.7392</td>
<td>0.56746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological safety (PS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>3.4175</td>
<td>0.60427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>4.0692</td>
<td>0.53285</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
differences in these two constructs were negative, meaning that students’ perceptions about them decreased after the experience. In the discussion section we explain our rationale for why we believe this was the case.

The constructs that demonstrated a higher increase on the students’ perceptions were accountable interdependence (AI) with a significant difference ($t = 2.748$, $p = 0.006$) of 1.4 in the mean responses ($M = 3.2$ pre-test to $M = 4.6$ post-test), role clarity (RC) ($M = 3.01$ pre-test to $M = 4.73$ post-test), and psychological safety (PS) ($M = 3.41$ pre-test to $M = 4.06$ post-test). In the discussion section we elaborate more about each construct.

### 4.2 Qualitative Study

Several key patterns emerged across the participants’ qualitative responses on their teamwork experience in the senior design project. A total of 182 teamwork activity instances were coded from the interview data. From interview data coding analysis, “Challenges” was the most represented activity, followed by “Strategies” and “Accomplishment”. From the coding pattern it was found that the participants had primarily discussed challenges regarding their teamwork in the senior design project. In the following subsections, a more detailed look at the three most prominent teamwork activity types from the qualitative responses are provided: challenges experienced, strategies used to succeed, and accomplishments.

#### 4.2.1 Challenges

As discussed above, challenges were experiences where participants described the activity as something they found challenging as a team during the project. Challenges were mentioned frequently during the interviews. From the responses, participants discussed their challenging experiences mostly in terms of team composition and open and effective
communication attributes. With respect to team composition, participants frequently described challenges they faced while working in a large group. Participants felt a lack of coordination among the team members when working in their team and also expressed concerns over working together with a common project goal. These challenges are exemplified by the two quotes below:

“I think it was really challenging when I was working group work, there was never a sense of cooperatively working together, which I found really different to a lot of the volunteering work where I’ve done, where you’re working in groups, everyone’s there together, working together. You’re working towards a goal and everyone’s willing to help each other and work cooperatively. I never really saw that when I was working in this group . . . .” (participant #3)

“. . . these challenges, just that different expectation of work, that not everyone’s on the same page as what needs to be done, and how often you need to meet in person. And how is that different in other classes? Because of the size? Yeah, because I think with four people were better.” (participant #1)

Participants in the interview also described the challenges they faced in terms of open and effective communication. Some team members were not open to each other in terms of communication during project meetings and also when decision making was required within the team. This created some problems in the project and several submissions had errors that were not addressed by any team member. Participant #7 described the communication within their team to be very ‘informal’, which created a lack of accountability among the team members and also emphasized the use of messages for communication purposes instead of communicating openly in the group when all team members were present: “. . . so, everyone’s like if they don’t know something, they will never ask you. I’ve seen it in many [ways]. If they don’t know something, they will never ask the group. And they are happy to submit it wrong.” (participant #7)

“. . . I think communication is always an issue. When for example, if I volunteer in meetings or if I have meetings at work, everyone shares what they’ve done throughout the week, and it’s very formal. You know you are responsible for that, so you do your part, whereas in group, I feel like when you do group work at the university it’s more informal. Even if you try to make that happen, it doesn’t really happen. You see each other as friends, and you don’t say, “This was my responsibility,” so communicating openly about that. . . Communication mostly was through messages I would find.” (participant #2)

4.2.2 Strategy

Strategies were experiences where participants described their teamwork activity as a strategy they used to meet a challenge or succeed at a teamwork task in the project. Because participants faced a number of challenges as described in the previous section, they developed strategies to overcome the challenges they faced and work toward the goal of the design project. From the interview responses, participants described their use of strategies mostly regarding their team composition in order to be more effective in terms of communication. It is important to note that most of the strategies described were suggestions given to them during their teamwork training that they then realized had to be implemented in order to succeed in the final task.

Because the project involved a large team, participants discussed dividing into smaller sub-teams. The groups were divided among the team members based on expertise and interests of the members for a particular task responsibility in the project. This enhanced effective communication among the members in the sub-teams and they were more accountable for their tasks within that team. The team composition strategies are exemplified by the two quotes below:

“I think at the beginning, for any group project we look at the task we were assigned and try to break up into equal bits and then if someone has an interest in a particular task, then that person would take that one and divide it.” (participant #5)

“. . . people who did need work to be done, they would talk in their small groups so it wouldn’t bother everyone else, and they wouldn’t have to explain the background of exactly what they were doing, they could just get into the technical stuff within their own small group, which was really good, which meant that everyone was very task-focused.” (participant #2)

4.2.3 Accomplishment

Participants’ accomplishments were described as a significant success in terms of teamwork. In spite of all the challenges they faced while working in a large team, participants discussed experiences that made their senior design project successful. In particular, participants discussed accepting the fact that every member within their team had different personalities, but the team project was successful when members understood each other’s strengths and weaknesses and tried to contribute to the project using the strength of each member. One student commented:

“Another good thing was learning to work with different personalities and learning to use your strength. Some people in our group were really good with the drawing part, so they wanted to take that strength, and some people who were really good at editing and formatting, so they wanted to take that strength.” (participant #8).

Participants also highlighted the importance of working with a group of diverse students who had expertise in different disciplines in civil engineering.
Each team member was able to contribute toward the project goal through their strengths in their respective discipline. As described by participant #4:

“I feel like this was a good project to have as the last one just before we go out, because it was one that had the different disciplines, with different people working on different things. And it’s good to learn with people who have the same current experience as you, and then you can build on and work on it together. You can figure out what needs working.” (participant #4)

Participants described a greater sense of accomplishment after finishing the project and being able to deliver a real design for a real project working in a large team, as compared to working in smaller teams from previous experiences. One participant emphasized that using the teamwork model effectively and understanding the constructs to create a real cooperative environment was really effective to overcome challenges, he described open and effective communication among themselves as one of the most important aspects: “Even [in] a big project, we were able to do it in a very cooperative way that took a lot less time and a lot less effort, whereas if it was a five- or six-person group, that would take a lot more time to do because you usually are not efficient.” (participant #6)

5. Discussion

We provided students with a PBL course design where they had to experience a real infrastructure design project. This setting helped us implement an effective teamwork model to train the students on how to develop the competencies they require without losing the main focus of the class — to develop problem-solving and design skills. Results suggest that providing teamwork training had a positive impact on some of the teamwork constructs as perceived by the students and helped them overcome the challenges of working in large teams. Students benefited from working on a large project because they had exposure to a real project supported by a real company. To succeed, students had to assume different roles throughout the semester; therefore, they learned how to solve a real problem, achieve results by working with others, assume leadership positions, and manage a large project.

Regarding some of the effective teamwork constructs, we identified that, overall, students’ perceptions about the importance of teamwork increased after the experience. They also recognized how crucial it was to work effectively on teams to be able to finish the project and deliver the expected results. We believe that training on teamwork was crucial in this. Also, using a PBL approach with a real project provided demands that helped overcome some of the issues, this is consistent with the literature regarding teamwork. For example, one of the main issues in teams is social loafing [69, 70]; however, research suggests that task complexity can minimize this problem [71–73]. The project was so demanding and complex that every student in the team realized quickly that they had to get involved and provide substantial contributions otherwise the entire team was not going to succeed.

There were two constructs that didn’t show any improvement in our results (i.e., clearly defined goals and common purpose), and this is aligned with the challenges the students discussed in their interviews. We believe that part of the problem was the nature of the design problem they needed to solve and the messiness of working in large teams for the first time. We used a PBL approach and information given to the students regarding what they were supposed to do with the project was limited. We believed this created a sense of misdirection regarding what was expected and created confusion on the clarity of the goals of the team.

One thing we found interesting was that students were encouraged during teamwork training to establish clear roles and to divide the large team into smaller sub-teams, having leaders for the whole team and for each sub-team. However, students at the beginning did not take this recommendation seriously, and it was later in the semester when challenges started to arise when they implemented this strategy. In the interviews students reported this as one of the strategies they used to succeed. Furthermore, in the survey, the role clarity construct was one where students improved their perception the most.

Regarding mature communication, students demonstrated a considerable increase on this construct, meaning that they used different communication strategies based on the training provided to communicate better as a team. This also relates to the qualitative data where students explained that communication was a big challenge. The main issue was to be able to communicate in the large team as too many people were involved in the communication channel. The fact that students had to reflect on their process and were required to archive all their communication logs also helped them to realize the importance of this construct. Students also demonstrated high levels of improvement after the experience regarding role clarity, accountable interdependence, and psychological safety. Providing training on how to deal with conflicts and how to include diversity in their design process was a factor in the improvement of their perceptions of conflict resolution and psychological safety. Also, having a faculty member helping with teamwork issues and conflict management was helpful for the students.
After analyzing both the quantitative and qualitative data, it was possible to conclude that the teamwork model used to train the students was effective in helping them achieve their desired teamwork competencies and overcome the challenges of working in large teams in a real project in a large civil engineering design course. Fig. 4 is a visual representation of how the constructs from the survey, the themes from the interviews, and some aspects inherent in the course interact. It is important to highlight that the interaction among teamwork constructs is not linear or clear, instead, the constructs interact dynamically in different ways depending on the context [51]. The main challenge expressed by students was working and communicating in a large team, this might be the reason why clearly defined goals and common purpose did not represent an increase in the post-test. We argue that having the PBL setting and such a complex real project influenced this. One recommendation is when implementing PBL to make sure to do continuous check points with the students to promote the development of a common purpose and make sure the entire team is on the same page, in addition, it is important to have them define roles early in the semester as suggested by Humphrey, et al. [74].

Nevertheless, when students were faced with these challenges they quickly realized the need to develop strategies to succeed, we argue that is the reason why their perceptions of role clarity and mature communication had an increase in the post-test. Paretti [75] suggests that under a PBL approach students can develop effective and transferable communication skills, this is consistent with our findings as we think the PBL environment forced the students to develop effective communication strategies and recognize their importance when working in teams. In addition to those student driven strategies, the productive conflict resolution construct also had an increase in the post-test, however, we do not think this is motivated by the students, instead, we argue that having a faculty member dedicated to oversee team’s conflicts had a big influence in that construct, therefore, students did not comment on some of the conflicts that some team experienced as those were handled by an external “expert”. Finally, students being able to finish their design and do a final presentation and pitch to the client had an impact on the sense of accomplishment that is also related to the recognized increase in psychological safety and accountable interdependence in the post-test.

6. Conclusion

Our results suggest that after their experience in the course, students’ perceptions of their teamwork competencies in some of the constructs measured increased with statistical significance. In addition, qualitative data suggest that the training using a
teamwork model helped the students understand how to approach a complex teamwork situation. They understood communication as a key factor, and recognized that having a faculty member with expertise in teamwork, and focused on managing team issues and providing teamwork training made a huge difference. Students also reported that having a real project that was demanding and industry-driven was helpful in engaging all team members and working on their part of the project. The majority of the students praised the experience, despite having a lot of resistance at the beginning of the semester. They reported that they feel more ready to face the professional engineering working environment as they now recognize teamwork is a key required competency.

To develop effective teamwork skills in engineering students it is important to understand the factors affecting team performance and effectiveness. It is understood that team members will not be able to control all variables, therefore the foundation of the model requires training team members to consciously understand the barriers and characteristics of the teaming process and factors that make and affect team effectiveness. Under our approach, even though, team members could not control all variables, they were able to choose strategies based on their training to make the team successful. The model we used shows that context and individual, task, and group characteristics affect effective teaming, which is characterized by mature communication, role clarity, clear goals, common purpose, accountable interdependence, psychological safety, and productive conflict resolution. The degree to which these elements are present in the team will shape team effectiveness as displayed by team performance, team behavior, and individual attitude toward teamwork. The model implies that team members need to be prepared for managing their own team process and be able to define and apply strategies that allow them to deal with those factors affecting team effectiveness. The conscious understanding of the process of teaming and team effectiveness is key for preparing individuals to become effective team players.

Anecdotally, students informally reported how the experience changed their perceptions of engineering and how this course made them more comfortable and prepared to go into industry. They felt that they were exposed to real-world scenarios where things were messy and complex, but they were able to create a design project nevertheless. Some of them also expressed how this experience changed their perceptions of teamwork from a small project that was divided in parts with each of the members of the small team completing a part and then putting everything together at the end, to a complex project that required several interactions, managing people with different skills, being strategic when communicating, and managing time, deadlines, and resources. They realized that teamwork is powerful and involves many different variables that are not static but dynamic and in constant movement. We agree with them and we believe in practice this means that even when there is no clear strategy and some variables cannot be predicted, having a model and understanding what constructs are important can make it possible to develop effective teamwork competencies that can be implemented in any scenario. Despite having some resistance at the beginning (including a letter that 12 of the students sent to the Department Head complaining about the experience), in the end the students benefitted from the experience. Three years later we still have students emailing us to let us know how the design course experience impacted their transition into the workforce, and how large teams and real projects were not intimidating for them in their first year as practicing engineers. Furthermore, the project assigned to the students is being developed currently, and more than 20 students that took the course have been hired as engineers in the actual project because of their design proposals during the course.

We believe engineering students need to develop the competencies, knowledge, skills, and attitudes toward effective teamwork that allow them to become effective team contributors when they face the demands of the job market. Thus, teamwork’s purpose goes beyond assigning a task to a group of people to achieve a goal. Teamwork has a bigger purpose, to create synergy that allows the team to develop in the most effective way to solve a complex problem. Team members must understand the different variables that have an influence in the teamwork process. The success of the team is determined by the correct use of the mentioned competencies and management of the variables.

7. Implications and Future Work

Our study has several implications for research and practice. In terms of research, the model used in this research can be a good starting point for training engineering students in teamwork and we were able to explore several constructs of the model in this study. We believe we need to include more attributes from our literature review and improve the constructs in the model. More specifically, we aspire to take a systems thinking approach to be able to model how the different constructs interact with each other and how those interactions impact the overall teamwork effectiveness. This research also suggests that teamwork is a process that not only
should lead to effectively achieving the team purpose but also that it should be a process that generates positive experiences in people involved, thus promoting positive future attitudes toward teamwork.

In regard to practice, we believe that using a teamwork model and proper training is important when trying to develop teamwork competencies in engineering students. Just assigning students to a team doesn’t mean that students will learn to work effectively in teams. In addition, we were able to see the benefits of using PBL in this experience to provide the required context for student understanding of the importance of different teamwork constructs for a successful team project. However, this required considerable resources and preparation. The entire research team spent at least one semester before the course was offered working on the details of the project that included coordinating with industry professionals; developing a rich database so students could have access to good resources, both in terms of the context of the project and in terms of technical content; and developing meaningful assessments. Having the students in the large teams was probably the most challenging aspect of the course; however, at the end it gave us positive, unexpected outcomes that also required a large investment of time in terms of preparation. Having an engineering education researcher on the team dedicated to managing team dynamics the entire semester was also very helpful. In terms of implementation we think that providing the students with the roles, the goals, and the purpose of the project, and making those constructs explicit, could have helped with the challenges students faced and could have helped us track the team’s progress earlier in the process. We advise faculty members who must use large teams in their courses for any reason to (i) make sure that both faculty members and students receive teamwork training using an existing teamwork model, (ii) provide a project that is challenging enough that students value the importance of good collaborative practices, (iii) find support systems in terms of engineering education research to make sure teaching practices are in line with what research suggests, and (iv) obtain support from administration. Support from our department head was crucial when implementing this intervention as we knew that students were going to resist the non-traditional structure of the course. We received full support not only to implement the course but to conduct the education research on the experience.

We also believe that training faculty members on how to implement effective teamwork experiences in the classroom is important. Students are expected to know how to work in teams when they arrive into senior capstone design courses, and in most cases, they have had teamwork experiences only in their first year. According to our experience with this design course, we think it is important to implement effective teamwork experiences in engineering programs throughout the curriculum and gradually develop this competency in the students.

In terms of future work, we are working to improve the survey to validate new constructs for inclusion. Also, the effective teamwork model (ETM) is being updated to include more constructs. Our goal is to conduct a longitudinal study to evaluate the developmental process of teamwork in engineering students during their academic program and to be able to measure how the constructs in the ETM interact. Our long-term goal is to be able to use the ETM as a theoretical framework that can be implemented in educational settings not only to train students and professionals on how to develop effective teamwork competencies but also to train educators on how to train their students on effective teamwork.
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Appendix A. TEQ Survey

Team effectiveness questionnaire (TEQ)

You are being invited to voluntarily participate in a UQ research project aimed at enhancing teamwork skills in engineering students.

Project title: Learning teamwork effectiveness: Applying a teamwork model to manage large teams in a large lecture.

Researcher details:

Dr Homero Murzi (Principal Investigator, Postdoctoral Fellow in Engineering Education, School of Civil Engineering). E-mail: h.murzi@uq.edu.au

Dr Jurij Karlovsek (Co-Investigator, Lecturer in Civil Engineering). E-mail: j.karlovsek@uq.edu.au

The purpose of this research project is to implement a teamwork model to manage large teams in a large design lecture, which serves as a model for how teamwork initiatives may be incorporated into other large classes. Project objectives are supported by the literature on best practices of teamwork and education, so the project will only make learning opportunities in the course better and will not have a negative effect. Data will be collected quantitative and qualitative. Engineering students enrolled in CIVL 4516 will be asked to voluntarily participate by filling out a pre- and post-test. All assessment data will be de-identified so that responses are not attributable to individuals. Participation in this study over the course of Semester 2 2016 is strictly voluntary. Choosing not to participate will not influence outcomes or marks in the class. Students have the freedom to withdraw at any time without penalty and there are no risks to students for participating in this study. Students will receive no immediate benefit for participation, but the study could inform participants on how to improve their teamwork skills. Results from this project will be disseminated across Civil, EAIT, and the wider engineering education community. Students who wish to learn about the study’s findings will be welcome to read the final report or publications.
The Bellberry Human Research Ethics Committee has reviewed this study in accordance with the “National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research (2007)-incorporating all updates. Should you wish to discuss the study or view a copy of the Complaint procedure with someone not directly involved, particularly in relation to matters concerning policies, information or complaints about the conduct of the study or your rights as a participant, you may contact the Committee chair, Bellberry Human Research Ethics Committee on 8361 3222.

Please provide your informed consent below:

I am 18 years old or older, and have read and understand that participation in this study is strictly voluntary and agree to participate in this study.

Full Name (printed): ___________________________________________________________
Name (signature): _____________________________________________________________
Date: _______________________________________________________________________

Demographics:

First, we’d like to know a few things about your background.

1. What is your gender?
   - Male
   - Female
   - Other
   - Prefer not to answer

2. What type of student are you?
   - Domestic
   - International
   - Prefer not to answer

3. Are you an Icarus student?
   - Yes
   - No
   - Prefer not to answer

4. What is your race?
   - Please specify___________________________
   - Prefer not to answer

5. What is your Current GPA?
   - _______________________________

Teamwork perceptions:

In the following sections, please select the response that better express the way you feel about the statement. Please have your previous experiences working in teams in mind when you answer the questions.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6. I believe that working in a team prepares me for the workplace.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. I think teams are an effective way to learn engineering.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. I believe that teaming experiences in the engineering curriculum will contribute to my career success.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. I believe teaming activities will assist me in attaining the goals of the course(s).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10. You are able to satisfactorily resolve differences with your team members?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. You carefully listen to the other team members?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. You stay focused on the team goals?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. You clearly understand the team purpose?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. You are able to ask members of your team for help with your task?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. You actively participate in the assignment of roles for the team members?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. After solving a conflict with a team member, you are able to maintain a positive relationship with him/her?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. You clearly express your ideas?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. You are committed to the team purpose?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. You are able to bring up and discuss team issues?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. You are clear about the expectations the team has about your individual contribution?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. You accept disagreements when working in the team?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. You trust that your team members will do their tasks effectively?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. You are open to discuss ideas?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. You participate in the development of the team goals?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. You participate in the development of the team purpose?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. You feel comfortable discussing difficult issues in the team?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. You make sure you understand what your job is in the team?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. You participate or intervene in the team conflicts to make sure they contribute the accomplishments of the team goals?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. You communicate with other team members to make sure they understood your ideas and opinions when working in the team?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. You make sure you clearly understand the team goals?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. You support other team members with the accomplishment of their tasks?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. You ask for clarification when you don’t understand something in the team?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. You help other team members clearly understand the team goals?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. You focus your attention in accomplishing the team purpose?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35. You make sure you clearly understand the expectations of each team member so they can all contribute to the success of the team?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36. You feel responsible for the team performance?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37. You feel that when the team has a conflict, you have the same level of influence in the decisions made to resolve the conflict than other members of the team?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
38. You clearly know what is expected for the team performance?  
1 2 3 4 5

39. You feel intimidated to make mistakes working on the team?  
1 2 3 4 5

40. You feel motivated to accomplish your individual tasks as a result of the team work?  
1 2 3 4 5

41. You are satisfied with the experience of working in a team?  
1 2 3 4 5

As part of this study, we are interested in talking to some survey respondents in more detail to better understand your responses. If you would be willing to be contacted for an interview, please provide your email address. Otherwise, leave this field blank.

Appendix B. Interview protocol

Interview protocol

In the first few questions, I’ll ask you to respond by thinking of previous teamwork experiences not related to this particular course.

1. Can you describe a typical teamwork experience in a course?  
   (a) How work is developed  
   (b) Communication  
   (c) Team size  
   (d) Main problems

Now, I would like to think about your recent teamwork experience. So, please think of such project and answer the same questions:

2. Can you describe a typical teamwork experience in a course?  
   (a) How work is developed  
   (b) Communication  
   (c) Team size  
   (d) Main problems

3. Please think about the similitudes, and the differences  
   (a) What worked well  
   (b) What didn’t work

4. The following question is about how students interacted in the team. In that project, how did you interact with the team?  
   • What did you typically do on class? (Description)  
   • What did you typically do on a team meetings?  
   • How valuable was the team and your teammates for you?  
     i. What makes you say that/would you give me an example?

5. How did other people in the team interacted with you?  
   • How would you characterize typical team members’ interactions in your course?  
     i. What makes you say that/would you give me an example?

6. The next question is about how work is developed in the team, for this experience:  
   • How did you approach the project?  
   • How did you divide the work?  
   • Who was in charge of assigning the roles?  
     • How comfortable were you with your role?  
   • How was the communication in the team?  
   • How do you know when you’ve learned something from the teamwork experience?  
     i. What makes you say that/would you give me an example?
7. Now I’m going to ask you a few questions about conflict/disagreements. How do you approach conflicts in your team?
   - Can you provide an example of a conflict in your team?
   - Do you tend to solve it individually or in the team as a whole? Why?
   - Do you prefer clear roles since the beginning or have the room to be creative with your responsibilities in the team? Why?
   - What was the main problem the team had to face? Can you give me an example?
   - Who was in charge of conflict resolution?

8. If you could do the project again, what would you do different and why?

9. So far, we’ve been talking about your experiences in working in a large team in this class, but now I’d like to take a step back and ask you about how you feel regarding your teamwork skills?
   - Do you feel prepared to work in teams when you are a professional engineer? What makes you say that?
   - Can you provide an example?
   - How important it is for engineers to understand how to effectively work in teams?
   - To what extent has this class helped you develop your teamwork skills?

10. Finally, given all the things we’ve talked about today, is there anything I didn’t ask that you believe is important for me to know about your experience in the team, or your perceptions of teamwork in general?

### Appendix C. Test of normality results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Importance of teamwork (IMP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>0.2061</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>0.6574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>0.8882</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>0.8341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productive conflict resolution (PCR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>0.3952</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>0.6833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>0.4425</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>0.2642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mature communication (MC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>3.639</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>0.7562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>3.856</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>0.1395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearly defined goals (CDG)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>1.7441</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>0.3793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>1.8241</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>0.2634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common purpose (CP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>4.3827</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>0.0572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>2.217</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>0.4912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountable interdependence (AI)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>1.9532</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>0.2956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>0.1995</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>0.0991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role clarity (RC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>3.5578</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>0.4441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>2.0668</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>0.8199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological safety (PS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>0.2548</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>0.0734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>0.5447</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>0.4112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>